Build
Starting with the Commander conversion, I
approached the building in the following order:
37 mm gun assembly, gun housing, gun mount
and finally the gun-tub/deck. The halftrack rear
deck also had to be modified.

Gun Assembly
The first problem encountered was the 37mm
gun. The barrel was warped in two directions. I
figured out that the Bofors barrel was the right
length but too thick. So I sanded it down to
the correct circumference, and I added a small
piece of styrene tubing to the end (1).
Next, the rear of the 37 mm was too short, so I
added a piece of styrene to make it the correct
length (2).

Gun Housing
There are three areas where modification had
to be made, the rear casting, the elevating gear
and the mounting assembly for the two M2 50
Cal machine guns.
The rear casting needed support fins and the
sides needed closing. Both were done with thin
styrene strips. The elevating gear was fixed by
filling in the top part with sheet styrene capped
with strip styrene and the rear-most hole was
plugged with sprue cut to fit (3 & 4).
The mounts for the M2s were totally wrong,
and the resin was warped, so I cut them off
and started from scratch. Luckily I found three
great pictures of the mounts being rebuilt on
the Internet. These assisted me greatly in the
fabrication of the mounts.
The only thing used from the Commander's kit
are the gun holders, but they had to be modified
by filing down the rear to the correct shape,
adding bolts under the holders and shell guides
on top/under the M2 (5). The gun holders are
mounted to the Gun housing with steel triangle
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mounts which I made out of sheet styrene. A
styrene u-channel connects the triangles across
the bottom (6). The gun holders are mounted to
the triangles, and a reinforcing angular plate is
added to the inside rear of the assembly.

Gun Mount
The Traversing mechanism is wrong for the
M15Al. The top should be a rectangle, not a
square. I corrected this by making the rectangle
out of styrene and adding the bolts, handles,
etc (7).
The elevating mechanism on the other side is
cast correctly, but the casting is so poor that I
had to cut it apart and re-attach the pieces to
get it set correctly on the gun mount. Also it
sticks out too far at the point that the elevating
handle attaches, so that had to be shortened.
On the front, the
only need minor
slide needed to
positioned under

shell casing slide and actuator
cleanup, and the back of the
be extended to be properly
the 37mm gun (8).

The foot pedals on the elevation control side,
needed 1) a large rectangular box added behind
the left pedal and 2) they need to be f1ipflopped, because they are backwards. I did this
by cutting them apart and re-mounting them
correctly. The hole on the left pedal is too large,
and there is no second high hole in the right
pedal. I filled these. The rectangular box was
fabricated out of styrene with bolts, plungers,
etc. added as needed (9 & 10).

Gun-tub/deck
Commander Model's gun-tub/deck assembly
needs major conversion. First up was the rear
area of the tub. Starting from left to right, I
added the sunken area under the traversing
crewman's position. Next in the middle, the
dimensions of the storage rack for the 50 cal
drums are incorrect. Widthwise it was good, but
lengthwise it was too short. Also it was mounted
on top of the deck. when on the actual vehicle,
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it was flush with deck. I cut out the resin part
and fabricated a correct one from styrene. On
the right, I had to cut out the decking under the
elevation crewman's seat and replace it with a
correct dimensional area made from styrene. i
then covered the entire deck area of the tub
with Eduard floor plate (11 & 12). A second
strengthening rib is added to the front of the
tub forward of the gun mount.

Halftrack Rear Deck
The rear deck that comes with the Commander
kit was unusable. It was severely warped. When
I heated it to reshape it, it broke into pieces.
My solution was to use the rear deck from the
Dragon kit.
I first sanded down the features on the deck
till it was perfectly flat. Then I covered the
deck using the thinnest sheet styrene I could
find. Next I cut out the rear portion of the deck
where the ammunition storage box would be
fitted. Larger sheet styrene strips were added
under the front of the deck where the two fuel
tanks had been located. I added the rear to the
deck and thin styrene strips to the sides. A block
of styrene was added as a gun platform support
(13). I then set this aside until I started final
assembly.

Halftrack Frame, Engine &.
Cab Areas
These were assembled per Dragon's kit
instructions (steps 1 to 10). The only deviation
was that the M15Al had the roller on the front
instead of the winch. The parts are in the kit,
but marked as "Not Used." The sprue numbers
for the parts to use are: Cl, C2, C15, C16, C21,
C23, C26, and D7 (x2). The triangular plates
that go under parts D7, are not in the kit, but
can be fabricated out of thin styrene. Also the
plates on the front of the bumper that the roller
arms fit into don't actually exist on the real
vehicle. Sand them off and shorten the locater
tabs on the arms (14).
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Since the roller is used on the front, you will not
need to use the power-take-off for the winch.
The hole for the shaft needs to be filled in the
front armor plate. I did this with styrene rod.
The top of the cab needs to be redone in the
configuration for the M1SAl. Commander
Models provides one, but it is not correct. The
correct configuration is fashioned from styrene
strip and angle strip (15).
I also added four weapon holders and the rack
for the spare lights to the rear wall of the cab.

Gun-tub Seats
The elevation and traverse crewman seats
were made by wrapping plastic strip around a
wooden jig that I made. The plastic was then
heated with a hairdryer and cooled to help it
hold the curved shape. Braces were added using
styrene rod and a backrest was fashioned from
seatbacks from the parts box. The finished back
assembly was added to the bottom seating rail
and the seat itself was added (16 & 17).
The gun commander's seat was made using the
Commander Models kit parts. These were cut
apart and then remounted on a piece of brass
strip (18).

Gun Sighting System
I finally decided to use the sighting system that
mounts to the front of the 37 mm gun housing.
The M1SAl used two systems; the rear mounted
system and the front mounted system. It appears
that the front mounted system was used in late
WWII and during the Korean War. Using photos
from the actual vehicles at Ft. Jackson and Ft.
Stewart, I fashioned the sighting system from
tube and sheet stock (19). The "Spider-web"
sights are from AFV Club's M2 machine gun set.

Trailer
The trailer was built using the frame from an old
Italeri kit and a completely scratch built upper
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structure. The wheels are from Squadron. I
found a description of the specially equipped
"Ben Hur" trailer used for the M15A1 on the
Internet. It helped in fabricating the interior
confiquration for the trailer (20, 21 & 22).

Painting and Weathering
Painting was done with Model. Master and
Vallejo paints. The overall model was painted
Model Master #4728 Olive Drab. Wheels and
Track were painted with Floquil Weathered
Slack (OOP). Stowage, seats, canvas, etc., were
painted with various shades' of Vallejo Khaki,
khaki Drab, Field Drab, and Olive Drab.
This was followed by an overall wash of AK
Filter for NATO tanks. This is a brown wash and
thinned down quite a bit. It dulls down the olive
drab and blends the various colors.
A black wash followed this (after 24 hours), 'and
then I used Dark Mud and European Dust MiG
Pigments to add dirt and dust.

Decals
All decals are Archer, except for the markings
on the 50 Cal "Tombstone" canisters. Unit
designation and bumper numbers are made
from Archer individual letters and numbers
transferred to Monogram decal paper. -..
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